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Structure and growth of crystalline superlattices: From monolayer to superlattice
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%e discuss the physical phenomena fundamental to the understanding of the structure and

growth of crystalline superlattices: (i) the growth mode as determined by surface energies, supersa-

turation, and lattice misfit; and (ii} the dependence of epitaxial orientation on lattice matching,

atomic bonding, and film thickness, in the topical case of epitaxy at (111)fcc/(110) bcc interfaces.

For uniformity monolayer-by-monolayer [Frank —van der Merwe (FM)] growth is desirable. This

may be adversely affected by the formation of misfit dislocations. Continued FM growth may be

achieved with alternate A and 8 layers at moderate supersaturation, provided that the surface ener-

gies y& and yq are compatible. The suggestion that it is possible otherwise at sufficiently high su-

persaturation is a misconception. The main epitaxial orientations in the present case—the

Nishiyama-Wassermann (N%) and the Kurdjumov-Sachs (KS) orientation. —have been previously

predicted on the (energetically justified) basis of geometrical relationships alone. The predictive

power of this model is demonstrated for hexagonal interfaces. Ideally, to predict the evolution of
the structure and orientation of a growing (thickening} film atomic forces must be allowed for. %e
model these forces by means of crystallinity and harmonicity of film, and by a truncated —Fourier-

series adsorbate-substrate interaction. Various forms of homogeneous and oscillatory film strains,

affecting orientation and structure, are illustrated graphically. %'e conclude that a good guideline

for superlattice formation is the following: (a) growth at moderate supersaturations of metal pairs

with comparable y s in the unique N%' orientation (0.8 & b/a & 1.0, a and b are nearest-neighbor

distances); or, possibly, (b) nucleation and growth along unidirectional steps.

I. INTRODUCTION

Artificial metallic superlattices have recently gained in-

creasing interest due to their unusual physical properties. '

While in semiconductor superlattices lattice matching is
of paramount importance to ensure suitable electronic
properties, no such restrictions occur for metallic super-
lattices. In fact, most of the metallic superlattices studied
to date consist of components with different crystal struc-
ture (fcc/bcc metal pairs) and with differences in the
atomic radii as large as 10% (Cu-Nb). Although epitaxi-
al monolayer and multilayer formation is observed for
many metal/metal combinations, only a few metal/metal
combinations have yielded crystalline superlattices to date.
This problem was recently addressed by Ramirez et al.
The present paper goes beyond the approximations made
in that study and thus gives a much deeper insight into
the processes which are of importance in the transition
from a monolayer to a superlattice.

A superlattice consisting of the metals A and 8 is
called crystalline if all A regions have the same crystallo-
graphic orientation as well as all 8 regions. A superlat-
tice is called layered if in all A regions a certain crystallo-
graphic plane —usually the most densely packed plane —is
parallel and if the sMne is true for all 8 regions. Thus, in
a layered superlattice azimuthal niisorientation of the
parallel planes are allowed, while the crystalline superlat-
tice requires complete mutual epitaxy of the two metals.
This paper is concerned only with crystalline superlattices,
and in particular with superlattices consisting of stacking
sequences of densely packed planes, i.e., (111) fcc, (0001)

hcp, and (110) bcc planes. The relative orientation of the
two components A and 8 is determined by the condition
that the total system is in the state of minimum free ener-

gy under the geometrical constraint imposed by the re-
quirement that the system should form a superlattice.
The theoretical determination of this state, which involves
locally strongly varying strains, is a formidable problem
which can be solved only approximately.

This is done in the following section at various levels of
sophistication for a monolayer. Section III is concerned
with the transition from inonolayer to multilayer and su-
perlattice. In Sec. IV the question as to what extent the
geometrical constraint of plane-parallel growth can be
achieved is discussed. Section V compares theory and ex-
periment for monolayers and multilayers which leads to
realistic predictions of superlattice structure and growth
(Sec. VD. The findings are summarized in Sec. VII.

II. THE STRUCTURE OF THE MONOLAYER

The simplest approximation is the assumption that both
lattices A and 8 are rigid (rigid-lattice approximation).
In this case the orientation relationship is essentially in-
dependent of the relative thickness of the component
layers and the interactions within and between the layers.
Only the geometries of the two lattices deterinine the
minimum-energy configuration, provided physically
reasonable interactions are used. Therefore, purely
geometrical considerations allow already important orien-
tation predictions. For (111) fcc/(111) fcc or (0001) hcp
interfaces such considerations are discussed in Appendix
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FIG. 1. Rhombic unit cells of a (111)fcc or (0001) hcp mono-
layer and a (110) bcc substrate, showing Cartesian axes, crystal
directions, angles a=arctan V2 and P=6G', nearest-neighbor
distances a and b, and diagonal 1engths a, and b, .
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A, as an illustration. For (111) fcc/(110) bcc interfaces
(Fig. 1} with nearest-neighbor distances b and a, respec-
tively, orientations preferred are those in which the most
densely packed rows ([110]) in the fcc (111) plane are
parallel to one of the densely packed rows in the bcc (110}
plane ([111],[1T1],[001]).» The first two are called
Kurdjumov-Sachs (KS) orientations, the last one the
Nishiyama-Wassermann (NW) orientation. Presumably,
they are most likely when the distances between the corre-
sponding densely packed rows are the same in the two
crystals. For the KS orientation this occurs when

—,
' v 3b= —,

' V 8a or r =b/a=1. 0887=r~, and for the NW
orientation when —,

' v 3b=(2/3)'~za or r=0.9428 =r~
(NW-x configuration). The NW orientation is strongly
preferred also when the rows perpendicular to the parallel
rows in the two crystals, i.e., the fcc [112] and the bcc
[1TO] rows have the same distance, which is the case
when b =2a/v 3 or r=1.1547=r„(hPV-yconfiguration).

With increasing r, therefore, the orientation changes
from NW-x to KS to NW-y at r values at which the
mean energies U (per atom) of the two neighboring orien-
tations are equal. For rigid fcc (111)monolayers on rigid
bcc (110) surfaces, U was calculated by van der Merwes
who assumed a periodic substrate potential in the form of
a truncated Fourier series, and by Ramirez et al. who
used identical Lennard-Jones (LJ) and exponential pair-
wise interactions between the monolayer and the substrate,
which was simulated by three atomic layers These cal.cu-
lations not only give information on the transitions be-
tween the various orientations but also provide an energet-
ic justification of the geometrical selection criteria, noted
above. The results are replotted in Fig. 2. As expected,
the U minima coincide precisely or approximately with
the geometrical predictions mentioned above and the r
values at which the transitions between the two orienta-
tions occur differ, as seen in the figure. For the LJ poten-
tial there is actually no U minimum at r~ which, however,
is obtained with the exponential potentia1.

FIG. 2. Adsorbate-substrate (AS) interaction energy (mean
misfit energy u per adsorbate atom) of (111) fcc or (0001) hcp
monolayer with nearest-neighbor (NN) distance b on (110) bcc
substrate with NN distance a, as function of the ratio r =b/a
for Nishiyama-Wassermann (NW) orientation (dashed lines) and
Kurdjumov-Sachs (KS) orientation (solid lines) in rigid approxi-
mation (rigid monolayer and substrate). The top shows the
monolayer in periodic substrate field (Ref. 6) in units of W, Eq.
(81), for a monolayer island consisting of N= 3163 atoms. The
mini~a become sharper as N increases. The bottom shows
identical Lennard-Jones pairwise interaction potentials for layer
and substrate in units of the depth of the potential well (Ref. 4).

The significance of these u(r) curves is not only limited
by the assumption of rigidity but also by other assump-
tions which are far from physical reality. For example,
the bcc (110) surface is inherently unstable upon minimi-
zation if modeled by LJ potentials. Even with the more
realistic Morse potential agreement with monolayer exper-
iments can be achieved only if the relative magnitudes of
the interaction parameters between monolayer atoms and
between monolayer and substrate atoms is adjusted by an
empirical correction factor. Modeling the temperature
d(~endence of the phase state of submonolayer metal
films is impossible without three-body interactions. Also
the experimentally we11-established oscillatory interplanar
distances of fcc (110) surfaces cannot be explained with
pairwise interaction potentials but require three-body in-
teractions. ' Recent Monte Carlo calculations" (with LJ
potentials} of the maximum mismatch up to which regis-
try between two lattices can be maintained gave a value of
15%, which is almost an order of magnitude larger than
observed. As these examples indicate, calculations based
on pairwise interaction potentials without ad IQIoc correc-
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tion factors give no rehable quantitative information on

surfaces, monolayers, and interfaces of metals. Further-

more, going beyond the rigid-lattice approximation in-

volves an increased computational effort which is not jus-
tified in view of the limited reHability of the results.

An approach more amenable to extension beyond the
rigid-lattice approximation is that in which a crystalline
monolayer of atoms, with mutual elastic interaction (har-

monic approximation), is exposed to the competing
periodic substrate field. In the rigid approximations dis-

cussed above only the mean potential energy u per atom of
the unstrained monolayer in the substrate field is calculat-
ed as a function of r and 8, the relative orientation 8 be-

ing measured with respect to the NW orientation. Exten-
sion to nonrigid monolayers can be made on two levels of
sophistication: (i} only homogeneous strains are allowed'i

and (ii) homogeneous misfit strains (MS's) and oscillatory

strains in the form af misfit dislocations (MD's)—
frequently also called solitons or walls=are taken into

consideration. '3'~ In both cases the equilibrium configu-

ration af the monolayer is determined by the minimum,

E, of a, +b, V e, is the (elastic) energy increase per
atom over the unstrained monolayer (s, =0) caused by

straining, and 5V is the change of the mean potential en-

ergy per atom above the configuration in which they are

all in substrate potential minima. The most important

equations are compiled in Appendix B. E depends

essentially upon the geometry paraTTseter r =b/a, the in-

teraction parameter I=(QS/Wr )'~, and the chosen

strain mode: complete fit to the substrate [two-

dimensional (2D) coherence, pseudomorphism =—2D C],
raw matching along [111],[111] substrate rows [one-
dimensional (1D) coherence in KS orientation =—1D KS],
and row matching along [001] or [110] substrate rows

(1D coherence in NW orientation —= 1D NW-x, y}, with

and without misfit dislocatians (MD's) ~ Q is the volume

per overlayer atom, S=(cii—cfog}/2cii {cii,cia are stiff-
ness constants) is a measure of the strain energy density

for given strain, and W is a measure for the substrate po-
tential amplitude and overlayer-substrate bond strength.
Thus, I expresses the relative strength of intralayer to
layer-substrate interactions.

With a number of simplifying assumptions, which will

be discussed belaw, E (r, l) may be calculated for various

types of strain. Figure 3 illustrates the results for (a}
strong and (b) weak layer-substrate interaction, 1=3 and
1=7.2, respectively. The data for situations involving
both homogeneous strains and misfit dislocations are tak-
en from Fig. 2 of Ref. 14(c); those for homogeneous strain

anly were calculated with the expressions given in Refs.
12 and 13, and the same parameters as those used in
Ref. 14(c) [P=cia/(ciz+cii }=0.419, R =c~c»/
(cii —ci~)=0.939 corresponding to Cu]. The comparisan
of the two sets of curves in Fig. 3 shows the influence of
misfit dislocations on the minimum energy configuration
(e.g., curves A and 8), the comparison of Figs 2and 3.
shows the influence of straining the monolayer. It is ap-
parent that the allowance for straining changes the
predicted orientation relationship —ms is determined by
minimum energy- drastically, for example by replacing
the KS orientation ~ith pseudomorphism ~hen the layer-
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substrate interaction is strong (I small). The additional
inclusion of MD's produces a minor correction to the sta-
bility limits, both in the analytical' ' as well as in a more
accurate numerical treatment' of the problem. There-
fore, in view of the larger complexity and more limited
range of validity of the calculations involving MD's, ' '~
e.g., R =—,'(1 P) was assmned in —the KS case, further

FIG. 3. Mean total (misfit and elastic) energy per atom for
the same system (though elastic monolayer) as in Fig. 2, but
with homogeneous (misfit) strain of 1D or 2D coherency ( C)
{Ref. 12} {sahd curves), with C strain and oscillatory strains
(misfit dislocations D) (Refs. 13 and 14) (dashed curves), and
with D strains and noncoherent (vernier Y) strain of the Poisson
type (Refs. 12 and 14) (dotted curves). Other symbols are as fol-
lows: (i) 2D C with 2D coherency, i.e., pseudomorphy, (ii) 1D
NW-x, NW-y with 1D C along [T10) or [001] bcc direction in
NW orientation, {iii} 1D KS with 1D coherency a1ong [111]or
[Ill] bcc directions. {a} is shown with 1=7.3 for weak AS
bonding (see Appendix 8), and (b) is shown with I =3 for strong
AS bonding. Vertical dotted lines indicate atomic configura-
tions where transitions occur.
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FIG. 4. Stability ranges ("phases" ) in ( r, I) variables for pseu-

domorphy (2D C), 1D coherency in NW' orientation (1D N%'-

x, NW-y) and 1D coherency in KS orientation (1D KS) of
homogeneously strained (111) fcc monolayers on (110) bcc sub-

strates with P=0.419 and 8=0.939 as in Fig. 3. The dotted
lines (a) and (b) represent, respectively, the cases depicted in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). In the corridor DE, 2D C has the lower en-

ergy but is itself unstable and misfit dislocation (MD) formation
(associated with curves A in Fig. 3) transforms it into a N%
orientation. In the corridor FG, KS is more stable but the orien-
tation less certain.

discussion will be based on the calculations in which
homogeneous strains only are assumed. ' However, some
structure models derived from the calculations of Refs. 14
and 15 will be shown as an illustration of the various
structures which are expected (Fig. 5).

From Fig. 3 it can bc scen that the r ranges in rvhich
the various orientations (NW, KS, and pseudomorphism)
are expected depend strongly on I, the relative strength of
layer-layer and layer-substrate interaction. For homo-
geneous strain pseudomorphy should occur for
0.87 & r & 1.18 when 1=3 but not at all when I =7.3. The
KS orientation is predicted for 1.18 & r & 1.28 and
1.01 &r &1.16 in the two cases and the NW orientation
for 0.78 &r &0.88, and 0.88 &r & 1.01, 1.17 &r & 1.19,
respectively. A better picture of the (r, l) dependence of
the preferred orientation is obtained if the regions in
which E is smallest for the various orientations in the
(r, l) plane are plotted to generate a stability or "phase dia-
gram. " This is done in Fig. 4 for the homogeneous strain
case. The allowance for MD's displaces [see Eq. (Bl 1)]
the stability limits as is illustrated for the 1D NW-x con-
figuration by the dashed line I.M. Additionally the oc-
currence of the IVW-x orientation is extended into an ad-
jacent region (not shown) where MD's and MS's coexist
(compare curve 8 in Fig. 3}. Similar remarks apply to the

lAV-y and KS cases. The dotted linc Jj:is the boundary
(very crudely) between the NW-x and KS orientations as
sharply defined by coherent (unstable) configurations (Ap-
pendix B). The real transitions via noncoherent configu-
rations have a broad energy maximum. ' An example of
the atomic configurations which are predicted'+' [Eqs.
(813)] for noncoherent (MD's and MS's) configurations, is
illustrated in Fig. 5 for the NW-x orientation with 1=5
[intermediate adsorbate-substrate (AS) bond strength].

When using these figures the assumptions on which
their derivation rests have to be kept in mind. The as-
sumptions concerning the monolayer are as follows. (i)
Crystallinity of the monolayer: it has the same structure
and equilibrium distances as in the most densely packed
plane in the bulk. (ii) Only harmonic interactions occur
between the atoms (linear elasticity theory). (iii) The elas-
tic constants are the same as in the bulk. (iv} Displace-
ments only occur parallel to the surface. For the substrate
and the interaction with the monolayer the following as-
sumptions are made: (v) The substrate is rigid. (vi) The
interaction potential with the monolayer atoms is
described by the first few terms of a 2D-Fourier expan-
sion. For the Fourier coefficients, which are of great sig-
nificance in the predictions, e.g., of the stability limits (see
Appendix 8), no reliable data are available. (vii) Electron-
ic effects, e.g., dipole layer effects, may be neglected.
(viii) Only configurations with one set of parallel disloca-
tions are considered so that dislocation crossings in dislo-
cation networks do not have to be taken into account.
The validity of some but not all of these assumptions has
been examined for special cases and in various approxima-
tions. Assumptions (i) and (iii) have been studied by using
pairwise interaction potentials (Lennard-1ones and
Morse)' and affect essentially only the precise values of r

f.110}br@ = f211}fcc
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FIG. 5. Arrangements of (110) bcc substrate potential mini-
ma (0) and (111)fcc monolayer atoms () in the N%'-x orienta-
tion for parameter values 1=5, r=0.837, and MD spacing
P=10. a„5[seeII in Fig. 1, Eqs. (B13},and D and Vin Fig. 3].
In the limit P~ 00 1D N%-x obtains. Analogous arrangements
may be constructed for a KS orientation.
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and I. The influence of anharmonicity (ii) has been exam-

ined for hnear chains's using Toda and Morse potentials
with the expected result that for negative misfit (b ~a)
coherence is possible over a wider misfit range than for
positive misfit (b ~a). This effect is expected to cause
some minor displaceinents of the bound~ries in Fig. 4.
Assumption (v) is quite legitimate for a monolayer but be-

comes increasingly poorer with increasing film thickness,
as will be discussed in Sec. HI. Little can be said at
present about assumptions (iv) and (vi}—(viii) so that the
comparison with experiment (Sec. V) will have to test
their admissibility.

GI. TRANSITION TO MULTILAYER
AND SUPERLAx-x ICE

The transition from the monolayer to a film consisting
of n layers can be made easily if the assumption is made
that the rigidity modulus of the n-fold layer system may
be approximated by a times the monolayer elastic con-
stants. ' This corresponds to a transition from 1 to V n 1

in Fig. 4 and allows an immediate prediction of the evolu-
tion of the film structure with thickness. Consider for ex-
ample the film-substrate combinations for which r=r„
rq, or r„.If 1 is sufficiently small, then in all three cases
the monolayer is predicted to be pseudomorphic. Depend-
ing on r and 1, a transition to the NW-x (r, ) or KS orien-
tation (rq) may occur when the second monolayer forms
(12 ——@21) and this orientation will persist with further
film growth. For r =r„the situation is more complicated:
For an appropriate 1 the double layer (12 ——~21) will have
the KS orientation, and an n fol-d layer (n large enough)
film the NW orientation, provided kinetic limitations do
not suppress the transition. If MD's are taken into ac-
count (Fig. 3), such orientation changes are possible over a
wider r range. For example below r = 1.0 there will be a
transition via misfit dislocations to the 1D NW-x orienta-
tion if the present values of the Fourier coefficients are
accurate enough. If Ai and Az in (&I) and (85) were
large enough, the line KN would lie above ED and the
transition would occur via a KS orientation. Clearly the
transitions are more complex if r differs significantly
from the ideal values r„,r„,or rq. These examples show
that it is, in general, not possible to conclude from the
monolayer structure alone what structure a multilayer
should have and (as regards this matter) the interaction
parameter 1 may play a decisive role.

In the transition from the multilayer to the superlattice
two additional considerations come into play. One con-
cerns the crystallinity. The KS orientations occur in two
equivalent orientations ([110] fcc

~
~[111],[111]bcc). A

single 8 multilayer on a single crystalline A substrate
ay, therefore, still be considered quasicrystalline. Each

substrate A or 8 multilayer stack adds additional azimu-
thal orientations so that with increasing number of stacks
the system increasingly breaks up into equivalent azimu-
thal orientations and loses it superlattice crystallinity as
defined in the Introduction. An additional complication
is that alternate stacks emanate from a (111) fcc rather
than a (110) bcc substrate. The Fourier component which
generates a given orientation, e.g., one-dimensional (1D)

NW-x, is thus different. In fact, calculations' show that
the 1D NW-y orientation on a (111)fcc substrate only ap-
pears at higher-order Fourier components. Thus, A-8
multilayer pairs in KS orientation are unsuitable for su-

perlattice growth as already noticed by Ramirez et al.
unless the equivalence of the two orientations is eliminat-
ed.

The second consideration concerns the assumptions (i}
of a rigid substrate and (ii) that there is no strain gradient
normal to the film plane. %Rile these assumptions are
reasonable for a thin film on a thick substrate, this is not
the case any longer when substrate A multilayer stack and
film 8 multilayer stack are of comparable thickness, par-
ticularly when A is elastically less stiff than B. The
strains are then distributed in A and 8 muitQayers in rela
tive amounts depending upon elastic constants and thick-
ness. The AB interfacial energy is accordingly decreased
relative to that with a rigid substrate to create conditions
more favorable to layer-by-layer growth. The magnitude
of the energy reduction can be estimated20 from model
calculations, for rectangular lattices with misfit in one
direction only, as less than 10%.

IV. THE GROWTH MODE

In the preceding sections it has been tacitly assumed
that the geometrical constraint of plane-parallel growth,
which is a prerequisite for superlattice formation, can be
realized under the quasiequilibrium conditions which are
necessary in order to allow the growing film to approach
good crystalline order. This assuTTTption however, is not
correct in general (Appendix C). Thin crystalline films
grow near equilibrium by one of three mechanisms:2' the
Vomer-Weber (VW), the Stranski-Krastanov (SK), and
the Frank —van der Merwe (FM) mode, depending upon
the relative magnitudes of the surface energies. y„yfof
the substrate and the film, respectively, and of the inter-
facial energy y;„. Monolayer-by-monolayer growth
occurs only in the FM mode which obtains when

4) E —}fII +1 iE fs (0 for all n, i.e., independent of
thickness. ' Here the n-dependent strain energy in the
film has been absorbed in y;„.yf and y, are the values
for the semi-infinite crystals, and yr„deviates somewhat
from yj due to the n-dependent surface strain. The con-
dition is rigorously fulfilled only for the growth of A on
A (homoepitaxy) in which case yf

—=y, and y;„=—0, or
more generally for zero misfit, i.e., when the strain contri-
bution y,'„to y;„is zero and yf + y;„—y, &0. Here y;„
is the zero strain contribution to y;„which depends on the
specific chemical interaction between film and substrate
atoms and rapidly approaches zero within the first few
monolayers, depending upon the range of the interatomic
forces.

In all other cases the increase of the strain energy with
n leads to an increase of y;„until at a given n =n' the
ENI condition is not fulfilled any longer and three-
dimensional crystals form (SK mode). If the FM condi-
tion is not fulfilled from the very beginning (n =1), then
three-dimensional crystals form immediately on the sub-
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strate (VW mode). These three growth modes have subse-

quently2 also been called class I, II, and III behavior for
the FM, SK, and V% modes, respectively, and have re-

cently been studied in great detail in the theory of wetting

and layering transitions as complete wetting, incomplete

wetting, and nonwetting cases (see, for example, Refs.
23—25 and references therein).

Here it is only important to note that FM (class I, com-

plete wetting) growth which is desired in superlattice
growth occurs only under rather restricted conditions: (i)

yf should be smaller than y„and (ii) y;„should be small.
These conditions should be fulfilled both for the growth
of B on A and of A on B which obviously is not possible
for condition (i). Thus a true FM growth mode cannat be
achieved in the growth of superlattices but can only be ap-

proached when yz -yz and y, „

is small. Whenever yz
and ys differ strongly, the metal with the larger y will

form three-dimensional crystals which suppresses super-

lattice formation. This difficulty can be alleviated some-

what by giving up quasiequilibrium conditions and going
to higher supersaturations 4p. =p, —p,o (po equilibrium
chemical potential) by increasing the deposition rate or
decreasing the substrate temperature. In this manner the
nucleation rate of the three-dimensional crystals in the SK
mode and even in the VW mode can be made so large that
they merge into a continuous multilayer before the desired
thickness is reached.

This pseudo-FM mode which is induced by limited mo-
bility and high nucleation rate is distinctly different from
the supersaturation-induced true FM mode which has
been derived erroneously, ' as discussed in Appendix C.
In this mode the critical nucleus height decreases with in-

creasing bp to the thickness of a monolayer at a critical
hp =~, which is proportional to dy. For all h p. & b p, ,
the true FM mode should prevail. If this were the case,
superlattices with an arbitrarily large number of AB se-

quences could be grown without noticeable increase in in-

terface roughness. In the absence af this mechanism a
certain roughness increase is unavoidable. Fortunately,
the interface energy tries to minimize the interface area.
Thus, if the experimental conditions are chosen in such a
manner as to allow rearrangements on an atomic scale
during interface formation the interface will become
smoother so that sufficiently thick superlattices can be
grown (see Appendix C).

The considerations above suggest that the ease with
which superlattices may be grown from the point of view

af the surface energy, may be characterized by a compati-
bility factor, the "surface energy mismatch"

I ~a =2
I (y~ ya)/(y—~+ys }I-

%ith the y values of Ref. 28 one obtains from the still
sparse experimental data (Cu/W, Cu/Mo, Cu/Nb; Ni/W,
Ni/Mo, Ni/V} (Ref. 4) a critical value I qs- —,'. For
I ~ &1 zz superlattice formation should be possible and
for I zz & I zz it should not. The value I zs ———,', together
with Fig. 4, will be used in Sec. VI to predict the feasabili-
ty of superlattice growth. First, however, the reliability of
Fig. 4 will be examined by comparison with monolayer
and multilayer experiments.

V. COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT
FOR MONOLAYERS AND MULTILAYERS

There are several recent comparisons between theoreti-
cal predictions of egitaxial orientations and growth modes
and experiment in which references to the original
work can also be found. Therefore, only a few selected
examples, distributed over the (r, l) range of Fig. 4, and
some new results, to be published in detail elsewhere, will
be discussed. Se on W (r=0.812, 1-5 assuming W=0. 1

eV} should have the NW orientation in the first mono-
layer, which is confirmed by experiment. i9 Although

yn, ——1.12 J/m «ys ——3.47 J/m (Ref. 28) so that mul-
tilayer formation is possible, a double layer is unstable and
so MD's form, and the onset of SK growth becomes more
likely. With the transition, a regrouping of atoms into
crystallites with a change of orientation is probable. The
formation of a double layer (with KS arientation accord-
ing to Fig. 4) is thus less favarable than the growth of flat
three-dimensional (3D) crystallites. t9 These crystals do
not have a (0001) plane parallel to the substrate but have a
(10TO) plane which has a small misfit with the substrate.
The next largest b/a ratia studied, Cu/Nb (Ref. 31)
(r=0 894) sh. ows in thick films the NW orientatian, like
all other systems up to r=0.963 (Pd/Nb). ~'32 Qiiasi-FM
growth is scen in all cases at room temperature while at
elevated temperatures there is SK growth, usually with
two monolayers before three-dimensional nucleation
occurs. This may also be understood in terms of a transi-
tion from a metastable coherent state to a stable non-
coherent state with MD's, the higher temperature provid-
ing the activation for the motion/generation of MD's. In
pairs which can form alloys [Ni/W (Ref. 33), Mo (Ref.
31), Nb; Co/W (Ref. 31), Pd/Ta, Nb (Ref. 32)] alloying
occurs above 700—800 K. In the range 0.894 [(Cu/Nb}
(Ref. 31)] &r &0.915 [(Co/W) (Ref. 31)] the first mono-
layer grows pseudomorphic up to about one substrate
monolayer and then changes within this first monolayer
into a coincidence structure with an atomic distribution
very similar to a (111)plane in NW orientation. Already
in the second to third monolayer the lattice spacings are
indistinguishable from the bulk values. In the range 0.933
[(Cu/W) (Ref. 31)] &r &0.963 [(Pd/Nb) (Refs. 31 and
32}] the reorganization of the first monolayer into the
coincidence structure coincides with the beginning of the
second monolayer. The increase in the stability of the
pseudomorphic layer with increasing r is in full agree-
ment with the stability diagram (Fig. 4) and sa is the NW
orientation of thicker layers in this r range.

The switchover from NW to the KS orientation is seen
for the first time at r=0.992 (Ru/Mo) (Ref. 31},but it is
not certain in this case that no alloying occurred at the in-
terface. Clear boundary cases are Pd/W (Refs. 29 and 31}
(r=1.004) and Pd/Mo (Ref. 34) (r=1.009). At room
temperature quasi-FM growth in N% orientation is ob-
served which is considerably strained initially and preced-
ed by a strained pseudomorphic monolayer. At elevated
temperatures (T & 700 K) SK growth preceded by a pseu-
domorphic (on W) or incommensurate monolayer (on Mo)
occurs. An alloy transition layer is probably responsible
for this difference in orientation, but it should be noted
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that r =1 is at the border between NW and KS orienta-
tions, so that changes in the deposition conditions may
cause one or the other orientation to appear. Unfor-
tunately, the r range in which the KS orientation is ex-
pected (see Fig. 4) has lan studied only up to r=1.060
(Ag/Mo) (Refs. 31 and 35). In all cases which have been
studied in sufficient detail (Ag, Au/W, Mo) (Refs. 31, 35,
and 36), quasi-FM growth is seen at room temperature
and SK growth with one to three stable monolayers is
seen at high temperatures ("quasiequilibrium conditions").
Again, a higher-temperature provides activation energy
for MD formation and motion to create conditions more
favorable for SK growth (see Appendix C). The structure
of the first two layers is usually quite complex as is well
illustrated in the Au/W system, 3 in contradiction with
the theoretical predictions of Fig. 4.

Above r=1.06 there is a large jump to 1.162 (Fe/Au)
(Refs. 37 and 38) in the r values studied reliably. Al-
though in general the NW orientation is observed, 37'3 the
KS orientation has also been reported. is The situation is
complicated by alloying at elevated temperatures
()300'C) (Ref. 37) but in the immiscible system Fe/Ag
(Ref. 39) (r=1.164) only the NW orientation occurs. The
boundary must therefore be between r=1.06 and r=1.16.
This differs somewhat from the predictions embodied in
Fig. 4 and may imply that the Fourier coefficients A ~ and
Az associated with the KS orientation have been overes-
timated relative to that (Aq) associated with the NW-y
orientation. The NW stability range for thick layers has
been confirmed by experiment up to r=1.376 (La/Mo). '
The pseudomorphism predicted for the first monolayer
does not occur, mainly for two reasons: (i) all layers in
this r range [Sc (Ref. 3), Tb (Ref. 39), Gd (Ref. 39), Y
{Ref. 3), La (Ref. 3), and even Pb (Ref. 3)] have repulsive
lateral interactions in the first monolayer which cause or-
deref superstructures, and (ii} the anhartnonicity of the
interaction potential makes compressive strains much less
favorable and therefore causes an asymmetry in the pseu-
domorphy boundary line which is not accounted for in
Fig. 4. Except for Pb which grows in the SK mode al-
ready at room temperature, the layers show the
temperature-dependent growth behavior as described be-
fore

It should be pointed out that the preceding description
gives a somewhat simplified picture. The initial growth
(first monolayer) depends, at least in some systems, sensi-
tively upon the perfection of the surface [Cu/Mo, Ni/Mo
(Refs. 29, 31, and 35}]and is strongly influenced by chem-
ical surface modifications such as oxygen or carbon ad-
sorption [Au/Mo (Ref. 31)]. These effects can cause and
actually have caused considerable differences between dif-
ferent studies of the same film/substrate pairs. The data
reported above are for the cleanest conditions presently
obtainable (deposition and investigation in the 10 " torr
range).

From these examples and other comparisons between
theory and experiment ' the following conclusions may
be drawn: (i) Within its applicability range theory (Fig. 4)
predicts semiquantitatively the observed orientation of
monolayers and multilayer — provided multilayers form
at all. In particular it shows that at most one pseu-

domorphic monolayer can form for interaction parameter
(I) values of interest in superlattices. At least the double
layer already has the orientation predicted for the particu-
lar r, I combination. Differences between theory and ex-
periment in the monolayer orientation (e.g., for Ag and
Au on W and Mo} may be due (a) to an overestimation of
the amplitude of the surface potential which is propor-
tional to W, resulting in too low an l value, (b} to neglect
of anhartnonic effects which inake compression (b &a)
into the pseudormorphic state less favorable than the KS
orientation or, (c} to specific electronic effects which fre-
quently occur in the monolayer substrate interaction. (ii)
In many cases, in particular when r differs notably from
the optimal values r„rq,and r„(E large}, only one or
two monolayers are formed under quasiequilibrium condi-
tions, followed by three-dimensional crystal growth (SK
mode). This is mainly due to the rapid increase of the
strain energy resulting in an instability of the multilayer
with respect to the formation of MD's and the develop-
ment of conditions favorable to SK growth for n as small
as 2 or 3. In some cases however, such as in Pd and Ni on
W, electronic effects which are evident in the abnormal
work function at monolayer coverage are responsible for
poor wetting of the first or second layer by the subsequent
layers. (iii) Even if SK growth prevails under q~siequili-
brium, pseudo-FM growth can be obtained at a sufficient-
ly low temperature, which in many cases is room tempera-
ture. Conclusions (ii) and (iii) show that even when

yf «y„so that b,y„&0is true initially, pseudo-FM
growth conditions are necessary in order to obtain films
with low roughness.

VI. CONCLUSIONS FOR SUPERLA i I ICE
STRUCTURE AND GROVfTH

Two basic conditions must be fulfilled in the growth of
crystalline superlattices: (i) There may be only one orien-
tation relationship between the two components and {ii)
the surface energies of the two component metals must be
compatible. Condition (i} must be formulated somewhat
more precisely as the following analysis of the NW orien-
tation shows. This orientation is unique for fcc (111) on
bcc (110),except for the stacking sequence in the fcc (111)
which may grow abc or acb leading to twinning. After
the completion of the fcc (111) stack the new substrate
has three equivalent (110) direction. unless the stack is
so thin that the original substrate potential is still replicat-
ed in the strain distribution —so that three equivalent NW
orientations rotated 2m /3 with respect to each other grow.
No additional orientations are formed upon further super-
lattice growth because the already existing orientations re-
peat due to the fact that the rotation angle is a rational
fraction of 2m. For other rational fractions more stacks
may be necessary before the full manifold of azimuthal
orientations has developed. For nonrational fractions of
2m —for which the KS orientation with 8=5.26' is an
example —no orientation saturation occurs, with increas-
ing number of stacks leading to layered, i.e., azimuthally
unoriented growth. 'rhus it is apparent that a more con-
cise form of condition (i) is that the orientation must be
such that the orientation-determining axes in the interface
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between the two components enclose only angles which
are rotational fractions of 2m ("angular commensurabili-
ty").

Concentrating on fcc (111)/bcc (110) pairs only,
partners with r values leading to the I'AV orientation are
suitable for crystalline superlattice formation. For a
selection of metal pairs [including hexagonal inetals with
hcp (0001) layers] the r values are shown in Table I.
There are a few boundkry cases which are uncertain due
to the uncertainty in the I values. The I zs values which
are also shown in Table I indicate to what extent condi-
tion (ii) is fulfilled. It should be noted that only the sur-
face energy mismatch I'zs was taken into account and
that the inclusion of the interfacial energy y; may elim-
inate some metal pairs as superlattice partners. Alloying
or compound formation at an interface with given misfit,
essentially increases the interfacial bond strength and ac-
cordingly the stability against MD formation, i.e.,
enhances the tendency towards desirable FM growth. Of
course, in order to obtain a sharp interface the tempera-
ture has to be so low that place exchange between "film"
and "substrate" cannot occur. These temperatures are
much lower, due to the enhancement by strains and grain
boundary diffusion, than the diffusion temperatures used
with bulk samples. This is amply demonstrated in many
thin film interdiffusion studies.

It is evident from Table I that the surface energy
mismatch criterion limits the pairs suitable from the
orientation point of view significantly, mainly ta alloy
(and compound forming) systems. In particular, the sys-
tem Cu/W, which was not understood in previous work,
is excluded. In this system the W particles are probably
covered immediately with a Cu skin at the deposition
temperatures used so that they cannot form a continuous
W layer despite their small size. All observed superlat-
tices (Ni/V, Ni/Mo, Ni/W, Cu/Ma, Cu/Nb) are highly
favored by both criteria. Figure 4 also predicts crystalline
superlattice formation for Ni/Nb, in contradiction with
experiment, a discrepancy probably due to alloying. This
may also be the case for Cu/V which is close to the bor-
der between the NW and KS orientations. In view of the
uncertainty of the y values of rare earths, A-8 pairs in-
volving them are highly questionable. Whenever the
values are certain, the predictions should be too, within
the limitations mentioned before, so that Fig. 4 should be
a reliable guide for experiments.

VII. SUMMARY

In this paper the basic factors which determine the
growth and structure of metallic superlattices were dis-
cussed and the conditions for superlattice growth were de-
rived so that in the future unnecessary empirical studies in
this rapidly expanding field can be avoided. The most im-
portant factors are the uniqueness of the epitaxial orienta-
tion relationship and the surface energy compatibility. It
was shown that for fcc (111)/bcc (110) interfaces the
orientation can be predicted with a high degree of reliabil-
ity with uncertainties only in the boundary regions be-
tween different orientation relationships. Unless special

experimental conditions are chosen, unique orientations
necessary for crystalline superlattice growth are obtained
only in certain ranges of the ratios r =6/a of the atomic
diameters of the superlattice components. Outside these
ranges, where two equivalent orientations occur, the use of
unidirectional stepped substrate surfaces and of deposition
conditions which lead only to nucleation on steps may
make crystalline superlattice growth possible too. The
orientation changes which occur with increasing thickness
as predicted by misfit dislocation theory, do not seem to
occur according to the presently available experimental
evidence. This is due to the fact that it is energetically
more favorable to form three-dimensional crystals with
small interface than to continue the growth of a highly
strained quasi-two-dimensional multilayer film.

The three-dimensional growth of metals with high sur-
face energy on metals with low surface energy is the main
factor limiting to superlattice growth. It makes it impos-
sible to grow crystalline and —in extreme cases~ven lay-
ered superlattices. When the surface energies are less in-
compatible, superlattices with acceptable crystalline quali-
ty may be grown at sufficiently low temperatures and
high supersaturations but quantitative predictions cannot
be made at present because the necessary quantities such
as interfacial energies, and in some cases even surface en-
ergies, are not known at all or not accurately enough.
Nevertheless the qualitative predictions of res and I zs
ranges which are possible, given the present knowledge of
the relevant qmmtities, allows the exclusion of a large
number of metal combinations so that experimental stud-
ies can concentrate on the feasible combinations. Future
theoretical work will have to be based on mare realistic
surface potential calculations (Fourier coefficients and ab-
solute value W) so that the orientation can be predicted
more reliably in the border regions. Future experimental
work will have to generate reliable values of the still un-
known surface and interfacial energies in order to allow
selection of compatable metal pairs.
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APPENDIX A: GEOMETRICAL ORIENTATION
SELECTION CRITERIA FOR fcc (111)

AND hcp (0001) INTERFACES

Compared to the bcc (110)/fcc (111) interfaces, these
interfaces have received relatively little attention. There-
fore, we use them to illustrate the geometric considera-
tions. They are based on the coincidence principles which
are as old as epitaxy research is. If a; (i =1,2) are the
unit mesh vectors in the substrate surface and b; are those
of the film, then the two-dimensional coincidence condi-
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tion is N;b;=gk in;kak (i =1,2), where the &;k and N.

are integers and the N~b; the unit mesh vectors of the su-

perlattice formed by the coincidence. For the interfaces

considered here, film and substrate have the same symme-

try and the a; and b; enclose the same angles (60'). The
b s may be rotated relative to the I s by an angle a; =a
("rotational epitaxy") and for symmetry reasons

N, =Nz ——¹ Therefore, the orientation is completely
determined by specifying one superlattice unit mesh vec-

tor, say Nbi ——n, a, +n2a2. From its inner product one

obtains

Pl ) +lg )712+52
2 2

N

product with a, the sine of the rotation angle

~3
sina =

(5i +iiiii2+ii )

For a given unit mesh dimension bp of the film the ratio
(bpla) can be mathematically approximated arbitrarily
well by sufficiently large (N, ni, n2) values. However,
physical limitations —atomic perfection of the substrate
over distances of several Nb, and kinetic difficulties in at-
taining the complex long-range order —set an upper limit
to N which is determined by the experimental conditions.
Nevertheless, there are always several ( N, n i,n2) combina-
tions which lead to b/a values close to bp/a so that coin-
cidence can be achieved by a small homogeneous strain
e=(b bp)/bp —An add. itional complication is that the
equilibrium structure, the equilibrium spacing b, in par-
ticular, of a monolayer on a flat, laterally noninteracting
substrate will almost certainly differ' from the bulk value
bp. Which of the various (N, ni, n2) combinations will
occur can again only be decided by energy calculations
such as those which have been made in connection with
the rotational epitaxy of noble gases on graphite. 's 4'

They require a detailed knowledge of the interactions and

are beyond the scope of this paper.
Here we compare only the selected experimental results

shown in Table II with the geometrical predictions. It is
evident that all the observed orientations can be explained
by parallel or rotated coincidence lattices with small
strains. There are, however, for a given bp/a value, usu-
ally other (N, ni, n2) combinations with small commen-
surability number X and comparable or even smaller
strain. In some cases the absence of the better fitting
coincidence lattice may be attributed to the anharmonicity
of the intralayer interactions which favors dilation relative
to compression. An example is Ag/Cu, where a much
smaller but compressive strain (e= —0.44%), would be
obtained with a (8,9,0) coincidence lattice. In other cases
such a simple explanation is not possible. Thus for Pb/Al
e =—0.05% and for Pb/Ag e = —0.21%%uo for the unrotat-
ed coincidence lattices (9,11,0) and (14,17,0), respectively.
This shows that a justification for the selection of the ob-
served orientation from several possible low N coin-
cidence lattices is not possible by geometrical considera-
tions alone, but requires a full scale energy calculation
which properly takes account of longitudinal and trans-
verse components of the distortions. How subtle the ef-
fects are is illustrated by the Cu/Ru system. On a very
perfect Ru(0001) surface a rotated Cu monolayer is ob-
served which can be explained by a coincidence lattice
with very large unit mesh (29do, ——74 A). On a less per-
fect surface Cu grows in parallel orientation with a much
smaller coincidence distance (18do, ——46 A) and strain
(—0.01% versus + 0.33%%uo). It should be noted that in
the former case the rotation is limited to the monolayer
while thicker films also grow in parallel orientation.

The lattice rotation in metal layers in which the lateral
interactions are attractive is closely related to the rotation-
al epitaxy in adsorbed monolayers with repulsive lateral
interactions. In these systems the lattice constant can be
varied continuously over a limited coverage range with
concomitant changes of the rotation angle. Table II
shows the (N, ni, nz) values for some of the (r,a) com-
binations observed in physisorbed Ne (Ref. 49) and Ar
(Ref. SO) layers on the graphite basal plane. A much wid-

TABLE II. Orientation relationships of hexagonal interfaces. N, n ~, n2 are the theoretical values which give the best fit to the ob-

served orientations a,„~,which agree within the limits of the experimental error with the calculated a shown in the table. e is the
strain necessary in order to achieve coincidence. X is called here commensurability number in contrast to the one-dimensional case
(n2 ——0) in which this expression is used for n I.

Film/substrate

Pb/Ni
Pb/Cu
Pb/Al
Pb/Ag
Ag/Ni
Ag/Cu
Cu/Ru
Cu/Ru
Ne/C
Ar/C
Ar/C

horo=
0

1.405
1.370
1.222
1.212
1.159
1.130
0.945
0.945
1.281
1.559
1.608

5
3
9

19
6
7

29
18
9

18
14

7

22
7
8

27
17
9

27
22

a (deg)

0
0
9.02
4.31
0
0
1.80
0

17.48
3.54
2.20

—0.35
—2.68
+ 4.40
—0.01
+ 0.63
+ 1.11
+ 0.33
—0.01

0
0
0

Expt. Ref.
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er range of (r,a) combinatians can be obtained in chem-
isorbed layers. These layers may be considered as consist-
ing of rows of atoms parallel to the close-packed substrate
directions. The decrease of the atomic distance with in-
creasing coverage is made as isotropically as is compatible
with the substrate symmetry by a simultaneous shift of
the adjacent rows which changes the rotation angle. The
rotation reported recently for Na/Ru(0001) (Ref. 51) is a
special case of the more general situation seen in film-
substrate combinations with different symmetry such as
Pb/W(110) (Ref. 52) or Te/W(110) (Ref. 53). On the bcc
(110)surface the row shift occurs along the [111]or [111]
direction and causes nat only a change of a but also of the
unit mesh shape due to the symmetry difference. The
hexagonal Na layer on the hexagonal Ru(0001) surface
maintains its unit mesh shape during the row shift paral-
lel to the (110) directions ("30' trajectory") (Ref. 51) and
changes only its rotation angle. In some systems of in-
terest for metallic superlattices such as pairs involving
rare earths (e.g., Gd) (Ref. 40) the rotation is not continu-
ous. Inasmuch as these discontinuous rotations always
occur on the submonolayer range and terminate in a fixed
value at monolayer saturation, they will not be discussed
here further because they are not relevant to the question
of whether or not for a given A Epair a-crystalline super-
lattice may be grown, that is whether or not a is a
ratiossssl fraction of 2n.

The comparison between geometrical considerations
and experimental observation demonstrates that for a
given ro boltt t——here are in general various a values
which give good coincidence. A reliable prediction on
geometrical grounds is therefore not possible. It appears
that, at the present knowledge of the atomic interactions
on metal surfaces and with the available computational
tools, a prediction on energetic grounds will also be rather
limited if one takes the subtleness of the effects into ac-
count (Cu/Ru). Therefore, for the time being it remains
for the experiment to determine the suitability of a given
A-8 combinatian for crystalline superlattice growth. In
this determinatian it must be kept in mind that a depends
upon the perfection of the surface and may be different
between monolayer and thicker film (Cu/Ru).

V(x,y)=W A —A&cos 2' + y
~x ~y

—A2cos 2' — +x y
x &y

x—A3cos 4~
~x

—A4cos 4n.
a~

A1 ——A2 ——0.4, A3 ——0.12, A4 ——0.08,
A =31+32+33+34——1,
aE =2a sina, a„=2acosa, a=arctan(2' ),

(Bl)

where the axes and the lengths a, and as are shown on
the rhombic unit cell PQRS of the (110) bcc CSS in Fig.
1, the origin (0,0) being at an energy minimum. Quantita-
tively the A& are based an qualitative arguments, no quan-
titative data being available. An additional assumption,

Ed;ff ——]eEd, 0.1&x &0.33, (B2)

relates the activation energy Eeet for adatom surface mi-
gration to the adatom desarptian energy (AS bond
strength} Ee . The relevant value of tt depends on AS
bondtype and CSS atomic arrangement. With relation
(Bl),

W=E~/1. 2, (B3)

whereby the parameter W becomes an approximate mea-
sure af AS bond strength in this analysis.

The AA interaction is assumed' to, firstly, induce 2D
quasicrystal»nity in the adsorbed closely packed mono-
layer (on a flat structureless substrate) with a unit cell
which is usu~Jly approximated by the corresponding bulk
unit cell, and normally does not match that in the CSS,
and secondly, to behave according to the harmonic ap-
proximation when the 2D crystal is deformed by the com-
peting AS interaction (B1). The resulting elastic strain en-
ergy per adatom is of the form '3

s= Wl2r2(eE+es+2PeEes+Re~}, r =b/a

APPENDIX B: EPITAXY AND MISFIT
ACCOMMODATION IN MONOI. AYERS

2 2

l= 2, S=QS c li c12

8'r

C12 C 11C44I'=
C12 +C11

(B4)

A model for the description of the behavior of a mono-
layer adsorbate (adatoms} on a crystalline substrate sur-
face (CSS) must provide for adsorbate-substrate (AS) and
adsorbate-adsorbate (AA) interaction, and for the princi-
ples governin its formation and stability. It has been as-
sumed firstly ' that the AS interaction has the periodi-
city and symmetry of the CSS, for a single adatom as well
as for a completed monalayer or multilayer, and secondly,
that it may be adequately approximated by a truncated
Fourier series. In order that themodel predicts ' theob-
served NW and KS orientations truncation at the second
harmonic terms are needed. Thus for the (110)bcc CSS

~here the e's and c's are, respectively, the strain com-
ponents and stiffness constants for cubic crystals, and Q
the volume per adatom. Also a more refined analysis, '

using transformed stiffness constants, changes the formu-
las for P, R, and S somewhat, but has negligible conse-
quences on the resu1ts.

The calculations have been limited ' to ground-state
(zero-temperature) configurations obeying minimum ener-
gy principles, and invoked the temperature only implicitly
for the acquisition of equilibrium. The equilibrium
(stable) configurations are characterized by homogeneous
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(misfit) strain (MS}, oscillatory strains or misfit disloca-

tions (MD's) and an epitaxial orientation angle 8. 8 is

conveniently chosen as 8~——0 and

OKs ——60—arctan2'/ =5.3'

in the NW and KS orientations, respectively.
It was shown ' that, in the rigid (zeroth) approxima-

tion, a hierarchy of stable [minimum of mean AS interac-
tion energy u per adatom in (81)] configurations, so-called
ideal epitaxial configurations [IEC's (r „,8~a ), (&g,8xs),
and a 2D (coherent) C], exists. This (i) provides energetic
justification for the geometrical 1D and 2D matching cri-
teria discussed in Sec. II and Appendix A, and (ii) shows

that a specific IEC is related to specific Fourier coeffi-
cients Ai in (81) and that its degree of stability and ten-

dency to epitaxy (as measured by the depth b,u of its ener-

gy minimum) depends linearly on the A; as follows:

s, =2872(1+P) [r——,
' (r„+ry)]

A;Br(l)=r;+—
(1—P)(1+P)'

A) ——A) ——A2, A3, A4, ,
and

for KS, NW-x, NW-y,
{Bsa)

(1 P)—(r~ r—„)
+ " for2DC,

4(1+P)
(87b)

8 A, 2D C (pseudomorphic configuration) (85a}

gv= 8'&i ——WAz, 1D KS orientation (85b}

8'A34, 10 N%-x, N%-y . (85c)

r(1)= i(r +ry)

A

2(1+P)21'

2 ] /2
(1 P)(ry r—„)—

for 2D C.
4 1+P

B;= 16R =—8, 1,1,
3(1—P )+28(5—3P)

ri = rd 1..0887, rx 0.9428, ry 1.1547

(87a)

Here x or y specifies matching along the x or y direction
in Fig. 1.

In the rigid model for (r,8} values significantly dif-

ferent from the ideal ones ' u{r, 8) lie on a plateau vo. If
the ML now assumes its elastic character, and (r, 8) can be

imagined to approach ideality, oscillatory strains (MD s)

at zero MS develop, positive strain energy s is introduced,
and u diminishes further until ultimately a limiting value

ui is reached, when a 1D or 2D coherent (ideal) configu-
ration will be stable. If now the ML is appropriately mis-

fit strained, (r, 8) assume the relevant ideal values, e.g.,
(r„0) and u attains a minimum, v2 say, where

uu —u2 ——hu in (81) and ui —ui ——bV/(1+P). 6' The sta-
bility of the coherent configuration requires that the ener-

gy change due to MS be negative or zero. Thus in the sta-
bility limit

s, —bu/(1+P) =0,
where e, is the mean MS energy per adatom. This equa-
tion may be solved in the form 1=1(r) or r =r(1) for each
of the IEC's in (85},and presented pictorially in the form
of phase boundaries l(r) as in Fig. 4. The relations thus
obtained, ' using for F, the values

s, = Wl (1—P }8;(r—r; ) for KS, NW-x, NW-y,

~u)1D Nw-x (e 11'u)2D c (89)

Where more than two surfaces are present, the appropri-
ate lines of intersection are selected by using minimum-

energy considerations. Thus one finds that three small
though significant regions of interest exist in Fig. 4: two
narrow channels neighboring DE and FG and a displaced
transition boundary HI. In the channel 1D NW-x and
2D C, 2D C has the lower energy, but is itself unstable
with respect to the introduction of a parallel array of
MD's (compare also curves A in Fig. 3). This generates a
NW-x configuration which differs from the 1D NW-x
configuration only in that the component of strain normal
to the coherent one is oscillatory (MD's) rather than
homogeneous. The equations for the boundaries DE, I'G,
and HI, thus obtained froin (87) and (89}are, respective-

ly,

(88b)

In order to construct a properly interconnected stability
limit (phase diagram), the relations (88) must be supple-
mented by additional ones (not published previously} to
define the transition from one IEC (coherent region) to an
adjacent one. The desired relations are provided by the
lines of intersection of the corresponding energy surfaces,
the energy reference being the rigid configuration with pa-
ranieters (r,8,1) well away from ideal values. For exam-
ple, the 1D NW-x and 2D C energy surfaces intersect
when

for 2D C/NW-x boundary, (810a)

BI'd —I'
3'

8 —I

2 2 28 (id —i~)
B2

for 1D KS/1D NW-y boundary, (810b}

(1+P)Q [(r—D) —E] for 2D C/1D KS boundary,
1 —A]

(810c)
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Q=2 —8(1 P—), D=[r, +r„8—(1 —P)re]/Q,

E=(l —P)[8(1+P)(r,+rs 2—re) Q—(r ry—) ]/2Q (1+P) .

An exact analysis, allowing for oscillatory strains, does not exist. An approximate analysis' ' has been carried out
though, assuming oscillatory strains (MD's) in one direction and homogeneous strains (MS's) in the perpendicular direc-
tion; the so-called striped configuration. Mathematical tractability needed additional simplifying approximations
the replacement of differences in the equilibrium and other relations, by differentials, and in some cases, a limitation on
the elastic (stiffness} constants. In all cases the equilibrium equations reduce to Sine-Gordon-type equations whose solu-
tions describe the accommodation of misfit between monolayer and substrate in terms of MD's, MS's, and a misfit ver-
nier (MV); the latter, which is exact for the rigid model, is a limiting form of a superposition of the previous two, when
the stiffness and/or misfit becomes large.

The analysis' ' yields, for comparable cases, essentially the same results for the stability limits in Eq. (88a). Only the
"Squssre rOOt eXpreSSiOnS" differ by a faCtOr

' 1/2

(1—P)(1+P)
A;8;

{1 p)(1+—P)

' 1/2
1 —P

OSC

(811)

close to unity; about 0.9 for realistic values of P. In order
that this be true for the KS case, the value of R in 8 of
Eq. (87) was limited to R = —,(1 P} (isotro—pic elasticity),
as was needed for the analysis with oscillating strains. ' "'
A complete equivalent of the 2D C homogeneous case has
not been dealt with. The closest is the breakdown of the
2D C case via so-called complete misfit dislocations' "at

(1—P)(r„r) —1, I'„

(812)

r, lttE[~, n(t7 ,' )]——
~(2~, )'~

2'~r, lE(tt)P=, e = P[r, r '(P '+1}——1],
m(A )'~

(813a)

(813b}

2E(~)
P =f~—

2 +
la.(1—Pi) m' 2K{a)

(813c)

Here E and K are incomplete and complete elliptic in-
tegrals of the first kind with modulus x, E is the complete
elliptic integral of the second kind, l enumerates atomic
rows perpendicularly aligned to the x axis (Fig. 1), u(l ) is
the displacement of row 1 in units of row spacing; P is the
MD spacing and e~ the homogeneous (Poisson} strain in

for small r with I', 3.0900. The corresponding relation
for large r is obtained by interchanging x and y, replacing
the minus sign at the last term with a plus sign, and using
I'~~3.0070. Note that intermediate values of r are not
covered by these relations.

The following relations compounded from Ref. 14(a)
have been used in constructing Fig. 5 in order to illustrate
the modification of the ML atomic arrangements induced
by the coexistence of MD's and MS's; the NW-x orienta-
tion is used as an example:

the y direction due to MS e in the x direction. Equation
(813c) determines, for given r &r„,the modulus e which
has been used as a convenient parameter.

APPENDIX C: GROWTH MODE,
SUPERSATURATION, AND MOBILITY

In the original derivation ' the condition for
monolayer-by-monolayer growth (FM growth) was found
to be hy„=yf+y;„—y, &0. In present day language
this means each layer has to wet the preceding one. As
long as this condition is fulfilled the film can grow even
at undersaturation (&u &0},but as soon as it is violated
three-dimensional nucleation is necessary for condensation
which is only possible under supersaturation conditions
(&p. &0). The size and shape of the critical nucleus is
detessssined by the extrema of the free enthalphy G(N, g; )

as a function of the number le of the atoms in the nucleus
and of the parameters g; characterizing its shape, i.e., by
(BG/BN)g, ——0 and (BG/Bg;)~ ——0 for the size and shape,

respectively. For the simplest example of a prism of
height h with square base of side length 1 and the specific
free-surface energies y of the top and the four side faces,
we obtain g=h/1=&y/(2y) and &=32uoyzhy/(4p)s.
Here hy=y+y; —y, and uo is the atomic volume. The
side length and height are given by 1=4uuy/hp, and
h =2uob, y/&lL, respectively.

The first reasoning leading to a supersaturation-induced
FM growth is based on the dependence of h on hp. This
mode should occur when ~ exceeds the critical value
~~Lc at which h is the height of one monolayer. is ss If
each atom is assigned a cube of edge length b, then this
condition may be written as &sL, =2b b,y. The fallacy of
this reasoning becomes clear when 1 and N for bp =his,
are considered: l, =h, /$=2bylhy, N, =4(ylhy) . For
y=2y, and yt ——0, 1,=2h, and N, =4. Unless surface
mobility is so limited that small particles cannot approach
their equilibrium shape, the particles will grow laterally
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and outward and will be several monolayers thick at the
time at which they merge laterally into a continuous layer.
Only with extremely high nucleation rates and negligible
mobility —to avoid post-nucleation clustering into the
equilibrium shape —ould a monolayer be formed, but this
is incompatible with the assumptions shape and size
determined by thermodynamic=wn which the dp, , cri-
terion is based.

The second derivation of the supersaturation-induced
FM growth criterion s starts from a comparison of three-
and two-dimensional crystals consisting of the same num-
ber N of atoms. The free enthalphy change in the forma-
tion of the critical nucleus is different in the two cases.
For sufficiently small N, EG2 & b,Gi so that two-
dimensional nuclei are formed provided &!i, is sufficiently
high. The critical supersaturation at which this occurs is
again rip, =cb hy, where c =2 and ~3 for fcc (100) and
(111) oriented crystals, respectively. The reason why
EG2&EGi for sufficiently small N is an energetic-
geometrical reason and can be seen easily in a simple
bond-breaking example. Consider an fcc (100) surface
and an fcc (100) layer with b =a and only first-nearest-
neighbor interactions between film atoms (g!!=g) and
between film and substrate atoms (g/, ——g'). A "three-
dimensional" nucleus consisting of four atoms in the first
layer and one atom in the center in the second layer has
the total bonding energy 16$'+ 8$, the two-dimensional
nucleus 20$'+ 5/. Thus if itt' ~ (3/4)g, a two-dimensional
cluster consisting of five atoms is more stable than a
three-dimensional one. If g' ~ (4/5)g, this is true for even
larger clusters, e.g., X=16. It appears, therefore, that
when tt/ is not much smaller than f, monolayer growth
may occur at sufficiently high supersaturation.

This is, however, an erroneous conclusion because the
same criterion which favored the two-dimensional cluster
at small N values maximum binding energy —leads with
increasing particle size to a conversion from two-
dimensional to three-dimensional particles. Detailed
bond-breaking calculations as a function of N show that
this 2D—3D transition occurs at small E unless f' is close
to g which is equivalent to b,y =0. Only if kinetic limita-
tions hinder the attainment of the optimum particle con-
figuration can the quasi-two-dimensional configuration be
frozen in. Thus, this reasoning for a supersaturation-
induced FM growth condition &!~,=cb hy is also
without a sound foundation.

With the theoretical arguments discounted the experi-
mental evidence for this growth mechanism and the con-
dition b!L,=cb b,y still has to be examined. Most of the
various experimental studies quoted as support of the
theoretical predictions26 5 only show that at low tempera-
tures, e.g., room temperature, the film is already continu-
ous at a few monolayers thickness which is also expected
for three-dimensional nuclei because of the high nu-
cleation rate and low mobility. Only one study seems to
confirm the relation ELM, =cb hy by a detailed investiga-
tion of the growth of Fe on Cu (111)with Auger electron
spectroscopy and low-energy electron diffraction. A criti-
cal examination of the data indicates, however, that
monolayer growth does not occur and that the ~p., versus
4y relation is not fulfilled. Evidence against the mono-

layer growth analysis is the large inelastic mean free path
of the Fe and Cu Auger electrons —9.2 A, after taking the
instrument correction factor 1/0.74 into account —which
is twice as large as the accepted values and indicates non-
monolayer growth. Evidence against the theoretical hp, ,
versus hy relation is the high hy value —3.46 Jm
deduced from the experiment. This is three times larger
than expected. The explanation given, a strong tempera-
ture dependence of yF, and yc„,is not acceptable because
it would require unphysically large surface entropies.
Thus there is no experimental evidence for the thermo-
dynamically derived supersaturation-induced FM growth.

Therefore, the cause for the observed quasi-FM growth
has to be sought in the kinetics of the deposition process.
%%en thermodynamics favors three-dimensional particles
monolayerlike growth can be approached by eliminating
atomic mobility so that the equilibrium shape cannot
form. Some information on the resulting growth mode
can be deduced from Monte Carlo simulations in which
complete absence of surface diffusion, simple cubic lat-
tices with identical lattice constants for film and sub-

strate, and site-dependent effective sticking coefficients
(attachment minus detachment probability), were as-
sumed. In the experimental situation in which quasi-
FM growth is observed the sticking coefficient is site-
dependent equal to one and there is still some mobility.
This corresponds approximately to the high supersatura-
tion limit of the Monte Carlo calculations, for the growth
of A on A, which yield a mean film thickness at 99%
substrate coverage of about 4.5 monolayers and an inter-
face width~efined by 99% occupation in first and 1%
occupation in topmost layer —-of about 10 monolayers.

The kinetics problem was also addressed analytically by
Kashchiev et al. s He clearly recognized that the thermo-
dynamic criterion of a monolayer thick nucleus is not suf-
ficient to decide the growth mode but that this is rather
determined by the kinetics of the subsequent growth. He
described the growth by Avrami's theory of crystallization
which —as already noted previously 9—leads to usable
analytical expressions only when serious simplifications
are made. For example, the assumption of constant nu-
cleation rate and constant lateral growth velocity which is
extensively discussed in Ref. 58 (case m; =3) is incompa-
tible with constant deposition rate. Only the case m; =1
in Ref. 58 for growth on itC own substrate simulates the
experiment to a certain extent. In this case a mean thick-
ness for 99% coverage of 4.61 monolayers and an inter-
face width of 8.2 monolayers is obtained in good agree-
ment with the Monte Carlo simulations. Thus, the kinetic
considerations show that in the absence of surface dif-
fusion no quasi-FM growth occurs. A certain amount of
mobility must be present to smooth out the statistical
thickness fluctuations, but it may not be so high as ta al-
low the particles to achieve their equilibrium shape
characterized by g=h /1, unless g « 1.

The conclusions from this appendix are as follows: (1)
The generalization of the thermodynamic condition
hy &0 to Lky & hp/cb in the case where hy &0 is not a
valid criterion for FM growth. (2) In the case hy&0
q~~~i-Fm growth can be achieved under kinetic conditions
which give a high nucleation rate and limited mobility.
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